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Abstract. The paper presents the theoretical foundation of a forward error analysis of numerical algorithms under data perturbations, rounding error in arithmetic floating-point operations, and approximations in 'built-in' functions. The error analysis is based on the linearization method that has been proposed by many authors in various forms. Fundamental tools of the forward error analysis are systems of linear absolute and relative a priori and a posteriori error equations and associated condition numbers constituting optimal bounds of possible accumulated or total errors. Derivations, representations, and properties of these condition numbers are studied in detail. The condition numbers enable simple general, quantitative definitions of numerical stability, backward analysis, well-and ill-conditioning of a problem and an algorithm. The well-known illustration of algorithms and their linear error equations by graphs is extended to a method of deriving condition numbers and associated bounds. For many algorithms the associated condition numbers can be determined analytically a priori and be computed numerically a posteriori. The theoretical results of the paper have been applied to a series of concrete algorithms, including Gaussian elimination, and have proved to be very effective means of both a priori and a posteriori error analysis.
Introduction. Evaluation algorithms are defined by finite sequences F = iF0, . . . , Fn) of input operations, evaluations of 'built-in' functions, and arithmetic operations for determining sequences u = (m0, . . . , u") of input data, intermediate and final results in the form (1) u, = F,iu), t = 0, . . ., n.
It is presupposed in the following that F0 is a constant function and the function values Ftix) depend on x0, . . . , x,_x but not on x" . . . , xn for t = 1, . . ., n. Under perturbations, an evaluation algorithm yields approximations t>, of u, that can be written in the form (2) vt -(1 + e,)F,iv), t = 0,...,n.
The so-called local errors e, are the relative errors of the data input, function evaluation, or rounding in the arithmetic floating-point operation in step t of the algorithm. We shall assume that the local errors are bounded by \e,\ < ytt\ for / = 0, . . . , n, where y, are suitable nonnegative weights and 17 is an accuracy constant.
In vector notation, (1), (2) may be written u = Fiu), v = Fiv) + d, using the residual vector d with the components dt = -v,e¡ and e't = -ejil + et). By introducing the mapping A = / -F, (1) , (2) The procedure, described above, is analogous to the derivation of difference approximations of a differential equation; the role of truncation errors is played by remainder terms 0(||Au||2), 0(tj2) here. Note that the linear error equations can also be derived simply from the exact error equations in Section 1.1 by neglecting terms of second order in the errors and replacing the absolute and relative errors of u, v by s and r. The subject of the paper is a study of the structure of the mapping A and its Fréchet-derivative A'w, the derivation and proof of error representations of the form (6) Aw, -s, + 0,(t,2), Pw, = r, + 0,iv2), where s, r are the solutions of (4), (5) , and associated optimal error estimates (7) |Aw,| < <7,t, + O/t,2), |/V,| < p,7, + 0,(ij2), a detailed analysis of the remainder terms in (6) , (7) and of the properties of the optimal constants o" pt. In (6) , (7), one chooses w = u in an a priori and w = v in an a posteriori error analysis. The components st, r, of s, r are linear forms in the local errors e = (e0, . . . , en), and the bounds a,n, p,n are associated norms, specified by the error distribution, \et\ < y,t\, of these linear forms. The constants a,, p, are the weighted absolute and relative, a priori and a posteriori condition numbers. Particular attention is paid in the following to the simultaneous treatment of absolute and relative, a priori and a posteriori errors as well as to readily accessible presentations of the coefficients and inhomogeneous terms of the associated error equations, of condition numbers, weights, and so on, in all four cases. For, in applications to concrete examples it is seen that for some algorithms the systems of linear absolute error equations, for others the systems of linear relative error equations, are easier to handle. The general theoretical rounding error analysis of numerical algorithms uses a priori error representations. In many examples, condition numbers can be computed numerically a posteriori, that is, together with the intermediate and final results of the algorithm.
By a suitable choice of the weights in the local error distribution, the behavior of the algorithm can be studied under data perturbations only, assuming exact 'built-in' functions and arithmetic operations, as well as under rounding errors in the arithmetic operations and 'built-in' functions only, assuming exact data. The associated absolute and relative condition numbers are denoted by o,D, aR and pf, p,R. The data condition numbers of are absolute asymptotic conditions, in the sense of Rice [15] , of ut viewed as a function of the data and thus independent of the algorithm (see Section 2.1). By Wilkinson [25, 1.36 ], a problem is said to be ill-conditioned if small relative errors of the input data can induce great relative errors of the solution u, of the algorithm. This effect can be formulated quantitatively in our terms by ptD » 1. Wilkinson's backward analysis describes the behavior of the algorithm under rounding errors in the arithmetic operations by data perturbations. Our results in Section 2.1 show that o,R/o,D = pR /p,° is a measure for the magnitude of those data perturbations which are necessary and sufficient in order to represent perturbations by rounding errors in the arithmetic operations. Bauer's concept (see [4] , [5] ) of a well-conditioned algorithm for the computation of u, can be specified by the requirement that pR/p,D is not much greater than one.
Also, a well-conditioned algorithm can produce numerical results such that not even the first digit is significant. This happens when the problem is ill-conditioned and the accuracy tj is too low. The least number of significant digits in a computed result can be determined by our relative condition numbers p, and the associated notion of numerical stability. Let data perturbations and rounding errors, within a given distribution of local errors, be bounded by the accuracy tj0. Then the result v, is computed under all these perturbations within the relative error bound tj, if the stability inequality p, < ~qx/-q0 holds. This result follows immediately from (7) for tj = tj0. For example, choosing tj, = \ and tj0 < l/(2p,) guarantees that at least the first digit in the computed result v, is accurate in the sense of relative errors. It is always assumed that remainder terms of the form 0(tj2) are negligible against the terms of first order in tj.
Evaluation algorithms and their systems of linear error equations may be illustrated by graphs constituting detailed complete flow diagrams of the functional dependences between the data, intermediate and final results, as well as exhibiting the paths of error propagation and the associated error effects along these paths. It seems that this tool is found for the first time in the book of McCracken-Dorn [11] who attribute the idea to H. M. King. In essentially the same form Bauer [5] , Brown [7] , Linnainmaa [10] , and others use graphs in their error analyses. The matrix elements of the solution operators iA'w)'x, J~xiA'wyxJw can be read from the weighted graph. In addition, Section 2.3 provides graph theoretic means for determining condition numbers and associated bounds. For instance, when the graph of the algorithm is a tree, condition numbers are obtained recurrently by simple formulae having the same form as those of the condition numbers of the simplest algorithms in Section 1.1.
Note that the concepts of condition numbers used, for example, by Wilkinson [25] , Bauer [5] , or the well-known condition numbers of matrices, are defined differently and have other meanings. In the rounding error analysis of a fixed-point arithmetic, Henrici [8, 16.4] states a system of linear equations for the exact errors Awr Also the optimality of error bounds, obtained in this way, is observed there. Linnainmaa [10] studies Taylor expansions of the total errors A«, with respect to the local errors e0, . . . , e". In particular, two algorithms for computing the coefficient matrices of the terms of first and second order in the expansions of the total errors are presented. We can interpret the first algorithm as a procedure to compute the rows of the inverse matrix (/I'm)-1 from the matrix F'iu) (see Section 1.3). This algorithm has been described by Larson-Sameh [9] in a somewhat different context. Bauer [5] , Brown [7] , and Larson-Sameh [9] use relative or logarithmic derivatives for obtaining representations of the total relative errors Put. This method yields first-order approximations of the errors that coincide with the solutions r, of the system of linear relative a priori error equations (5) .
Another way of deriving a priori error representations and estimates of the kind described above starts from an analysis of the perturbed results t>, viewed as functions of the local errors e = (e0, . . ., e"). Let v, = G,ie), then u, = G,(0) and, by Taylor expansion, (8) Au, = G,'i0)e + 6>,(tj2). Babuska's stability constants A in [1] , [2] are defined in the form of the first equation in (10). Miller's papers [12] , [13] use condition numbers of the kind defined by the second equation in (10) . The associated stability constants 1 + aR/atD are denoted by Í in [1] , [2] . Miller [12] , [13] and Miller-Spooner [14] use the notation p and co, for oR/a,D. When the error analysis is applied to concrete algorithms, the functional dependence G, of vt on the local errors is, in general, very complex, so that this approach is limited to small algorithms. Although the total number of operations, and thus the order of the associated matrices A'w, becomes very large for many important algorithms, the matrices A'w are very sparse and highly structured. The directed graph of the functional dependences of an algorithm and the directed graph of an associated linear system of error equations are identical. Thus the structure of the system of linear error equations is, necessarily, related to that of the algorithm. This fact might be the deeper reason why for many important algorithms, including Gaussian ehmination of systems of linear algebraic equations, explicit analytical representations of the solutions of the systems of linear error equations and of the associated condition numbers can be determined.
In a series of papers, surveyed in Section 3, the present error analysis has been applied to concrete numerical algorithms. The error estimates have been tested by numerous numerical examples. All these examples have confirmed that the condition numbers clearly and concisely yield crucial information about the numerical behavior of the algorithms. The a posteriori condition numbers have proved to be reliable measures of the magnitude of possible errors.
1. Elements of Error Propagation. The first chapter introduces basic concepts of the perturbation theory for numerical algorithms. Starting points are representations and estimates of the errors in elementary arithmetic operations, +, -, X, /, and 'built-in' functions occurring in the floating-point arithmetic of computers. In particular, condition numbers are defined for the simplest algorithms, consisting of the input of one or two operands followed by an arithmetic operation or function evaluation. It will be seen in Section 2.3 that these condition numbers are also used in determining condition numbers or associated bounds for general algorithms. In Section 1.2 the class of algorithms for evaluating arithmetic expressions is defined and the general form of perturbed algorithms specified in view of typical rounding error analyses. Further, the general error equations for the solutions of the perturbed algorithms are derived, and associated estimates for the remainder terms of Taylor's formula are established. By neglecting remainder terms in the general error equations, linear error equations arise whose solutions approximate the absolute and relative a priori and a posteriori errors being of interest. The algorithm (A) determines uniquely a mapping A in R"+1. It will be shown in Section 1.3 that the linear error equations are defined by the Fréchet-derivative A' of A. The solutions of the linear absolute error equations are obtained by means of the solution operators L = iA'w)'x, and of the relative error equations by L = J~xiA'w)~xJw. This is in correspondence with the use of so-called relative or logarithmic derivatives (see Bauer [5] , Brown [7] ). 
e + e' + ee' = 0, (1 + e)(l + e') = 1.
The absolute and relative a posteriori errors of the approximation v of u can therefore be written in the form 
It is presupposed that f\a) and, in the case of relative errors, a and fia) are different from zero. The above representations are valid for all pairs a, a' such that the line segment aa' belongs to the domain of definition of/.
In the numerical evaluation of real functions, instead of u = fia) an approximation of / at a neighboring point a' of a is computed. Let v denote this approximation. Then (12) v -(1 + e)j%a'), e = V ~ ffa'> ifia') * 0).
It can be assumed, for example, that elementary 'built-in' functions are computed by (13) v = fl(/(a')).
In this case, (14) e-fí(y)y~y, y=fia'), |«| <,.
In line with (5), (9) , one finds the error equations Au = (1 + e)Afia) + ue, Pu -(1 + e)Pfia) + e, K ' Av = Afia') + ve', Pv = (1 + e')Pfia') + e', for the approximations v of u = fia), where e is specified by (12) and herewith e' by (7) . Inserting the representations (10) of Afia) and Pfia) into (15) leads to the absolute and relative a priori error equations of numerical evaluations of /. Interchanging a, ä in (10) and inserting the resulting representations of Afia'), Pfia') into (15) yields the associated absolute and relative a posteriori error equations.
Again, the relative a priori error equations change to the a posteriori error equations, and vice versa, when a, e, u are interchanged by a', e', u'. The simplest numerical algorithms consist of the input of a or a, b followed by the computation of fia) or a ° b for ° = + , -, X, /. From the above error equations we can readily deduce associated error estimates. For this purpose, let us assume that the relative errors Pa, Pb, e+, e_, ... of the input data and arithmetic floating-point operations +, -, . . . are bounded by (16) \Pa\ < PaTj, \Pb\ < Patj, \e\ < yrj.
The absolute errors Aa, Ab then satisfy the estimates (17) |Aa| < <TaTj, |A6| < a¿Tj, oa = \a\pa, ab = \b\pb.
The constants pa, pb and aa, ob are the relative and absolute a priori condition numbers of the data a, b. They permit adjusting the bounds to the magnitude of possible errors of the data approximations a', V. When a, b are results of a previous numerical computation, in general a', b' have larger errors than input errors of magnitude tj. Constants pa, pb, oa, ob may be zero when input data are exact or unperturbed. The weight y can be set equal to zero if the floating-point operation is performed exactly, for instance, when a loss of significant figures occurs in subtractions. The error equations (3), (5), (10), (15) Let us assume that the a posteriori errors Pa', Pb', e' and Aa', Ab' satisfy estimates corresponding to (16) , (17) . From (3), (6), (9) , (10) The domain of definition of F, consists of all those x in Rn+1 such that x, belongs to def/,. In floating-point arithmetic these functions are, at best, evaluated by fl(F,(*)) = (1 + e,)F,ix), \e,\ < tj.
In this class also functions /, of the form /(z) = z ° p, are admitted, where° = + , -,x,l or f and p, is a constant which can be represented exactly as a floating-point number. A simple example is/,(z) = z\2.
( Note that -x¡ is obtained exactly from x¡ by a change of sign. The evaluation of functions Ft E (F) in the floating-point arithmetic of a computer is carried out approximately as described above. Instead of the sequence of solutions Uq, .. . ,un of (A), a sequence of approximations t>0, .. ., v" is computed such that v, is an approximation of y, = F,iv) for each t. Let e, denote the relative a priori error of the approximation v, of v, and let e't be the associated relative a posteriori error,
The sequence v0, . . . ,vn thus satisfies the recursion (Â) v0 = (1 + e0)F0, v, = (1 + e,)F,(u", . . ., v,_x), t = 1, . . . , n.
In typical applications the errors e,, e't are bounded in modulus by the floatingpoint accuracy constant tj or some multiple of tj. We shall call the et local irounding) errors.
For the sake of notational simplicity, let us introduce the notation Jw for the diagonal matrix diag(w0, . . ., wn) and any vector w = (wq, . . ., wn). In this sense, (3)
•/"' = diagl -,...,-), For elementary functions F,ix) = fixj) one obtains, from 1.1. (10) with a = x,, a' = x'j = Xj + hj, the representation
where it is assumed that the line segment x,xj belongs to def/. Additions and subtractions F,(x) = x¡ ± Xj give
For multiplications F,(x) = x,x, it is seen from 1.1(3) that (10) F,'ix)h = Xjh, + x,hj, R,ix;h) = h,hj.
In the case of divisions one finally has
The next theorem constitutes the basis for subsequent error estimates. It shows that the remainder term of the Taylor formula can be estimated locally uniformly in suitable neighborhoods of u. (12) Let the solution u of the algorithm (A) be an interior point of def Ft and ut =£ 0 for all t. Then there exist positive constants k,, £, such that uniformly for all x, h in (0 <Z, < £" t = 0, . . . , n, the joins x, x + h belong to def F't, the components x, do not vanish, and the remainder terms satisfy the estimates
where Pxj = hj/xj. Proof, (i) As u is an interior point of def F, for all t, there are positive constants £,° < 2/3 such that all x in the neighborhood \x, -u,|/|u,| < £,°, / = 0, . . ., n, of u belong to def F[ for all t. Consider first those indices t such that Ft E (Fl), that is, Ftix) = ftiXj). Then u¡ is an interior point of def/, and there are positive constants £,x < £,° such that all x, satisfying \xJt -«,;|/|«¿| < Z¡! Del°n8 to def/" where /, is twice continuously differentiable. Since /,(«,-) = «, ¥= 0, £x may be chosen so small that also /(x, ) ^= 0 for xy-in this neighborhood. For all indices k ¥=j, and F, E (Fl) put |¿ = ¿°. Finally let ¿, = |4" for r = 0,.. . , n.
(ii) By virtue of the condition £, < i£,0, t = 0, . . . , n, the line segments x, x + A belong to def F¡ for all r = 0, . . . , n, whenever x, h is in the neighborhood (12i) of u, 0. Since £, < 1, x, ¥= 0 for all t. For input operations, additions and subtractions, (12ii) holds trivially with k, = 0. In view of (10) From (A), (A), and (2) it is seen that F,iu) = u, and F(t>) = (l + e>" 1-
Hence the absolute a posteriori errors Av, = u, -v, satisfy the equations (17) Av0=v0e'0, Av, -F,'iv)Av = v,e¡ + R,iv;Av), t = 1, . . . , n.
By (2), e,' denotes the relative a posteriori error of the approximation v, of F,{v). Dividing both sides of (17) In (17), (18), (19) , additionally, e¡ can be approximated by -e, and the associated remainder -e,e', be added to R¡.
The above error equations have the general form (21) t-i z0 = /o> zr -Zi ^rfczfc = //> * = », *=0
,n.
The coefficients 6,* vanish for k > t because dF,/dxk = 0 due to (6) . The coefficients bf^, bjk of the equations (14), (15), for z, = Au,, Pu, read
For input operations, by (7),
and for 'built-in' functions (24) u, dxk tabs trel _ A ¿4bs = /'(x,)6}" ¿»^ = jpjfixj)**, J -Jr
The coefficients ¿>,^bs of the arithmetic operations F, E (F2) are listed in Table 1 .2.
Note that the coefficients for additions and subtractions are particularly simple in the absolute a priori error equations, and for multiplications and divisions in the relative a priori error equations. This fact can be used advantageously in the error analysis of specific examples. Table 1 . The representation of the matrix elements in Table 1 .2 is so chosen that it also yields easily computable coefficients of a posteriori error equations. These are obtained by replacing u,, u,, u, by the solutions v¡, tu, v, of the perturbed algorithm (Ä). In this way, the absolute a posteriori error equations for additions, subtractions, and multiplications are given the coefficients 3F (25) ¿-i» = _!("), k = 0,...,n, and for divisions F,(u) = vjvj,
«-g«, t** «r-j^ng«.
The relative a posteriori error equations for additions and subtractions take on the form (18) , that is, (21) has the coefficients (27) ¿;ei = ^Íg(ü); fc-0,...,/i, whereas for multiplications and divisions the form (19) is obtained such that the coefficients in (21) become
An error estimate for the solutions of these modified a posteriori error equations will be given in Theorem 2.2(15).
1.3. The Linear Error Equations. Fundamental notions of the perturbation theory for evaluation algorithms are the associated mappings F and A = / -F in Rn+1 that will be introduced now. The functions F0, . . ., F", specifying the algorithm (A), constitute the vector-valued mapping (1) Fix) = (F0(x), . . . , F"ix))
for all x E Rn+1 such that x E def F, for all t. The solution u = (uq, . . . , u") of the algorithm (A) may thus be viewed as fixed point of F, Using these mappings, the absolute and relative a priori error equations 1.2(14), (15) may be written in the concise form (12) iA'u)Au = Jue + T, iA'u)ieX Pu = e + J~XT.
Analogously, the absolute and relative a posteriori error equations 1.2(17), (18) read ( We shall see in Section 2.1 that the remainder terms R, T are of second order in e as long as the local errors are bounded by \e,\ < e, \e',\ < e, and e is sufficiently small. Hence neglecting the remainder term T in (12) yields the associated linear a priori error equations (15) (A'u)s-Jue, iA'u)nXr = e.
Similarly, by neglecting R in (13), the linear a posteriori error equations (16) iA'v)s = Jve', iA'v)reX r = e' are found. We shall prove in Chapter 2 that the solutions s, r of (15) approximate the a priori errors Au, Pu and the solutions s, r of (16) approximate the a posteriori errors Av, Pv.
The eight linear systems (12) , (13), (15), (16) 2. Condition Numbers, Error Estimates, Graphs. In Sections 2.1, 2.2 it will be shown that the solutions s, r of the linear a priori and a posteriori error equations yield approximations of the a priori errors Au, Pu and a posteriori errors Aü, Pv. Simultaneously, estimates of these errors will be obtained. A fundamental tool of the error analysis is the notion of condition number. The error approximations s" r, are linear forms in the local errors specifying the perturbations of the algorithm.
Our condition numbers are norms of these linear forms with respect to suitably chosen weighted maximum norms over the space of local errors. Therefore condition numbers are optimal bounds of the error approximations s,, r, for all local errors in the considered distribution. Consequently, also the associated estimates of the errors Au, Pu and Au, Pv are optimal if terms 0,(e) are neglected against 1. In addition, Section 2.2 demonstrates that the solutions of the linear a posteriori error equations are approximations of the associated solutions of the a priori error equations and thus the a posteriori condition numbers approximations of the a priori condition numbers. Moreover, it will be shown that, using solutions of the linear a posteriori error equations, approximations of about double precision can be computed.
Each algorithm and its uniquely associated system of linear error equations determines a graph, defined in Section 2.3. Graphs constitute useful means of the error analysis, particularly also for deriving condition numbers of the algorithm. Of fundamental importance in the following are the associated absolute and relative a priori condition numbers (4) a,1 = 2 |l£X|, ft1 = 2 14*1, t = 0,...,n. By virtue of 1.3(23), (6) Labs/" = JuLnl, thus (7) s, = u,r" oj = |u,|p/.
Using the above condition numbers, the solutions s,, r, satisfy the inequalities (8) |j,| < 0-,'e, \r,\ < pxe, for all \ek\ < e, k = 0, . . . , n. These estimates are sharp or optimal because the bounds o,xe, p,xe are attained for the local error distributions (9) e^ = e sga(láX), cf-esgnW), k = 0,. . ., n.
By these means we are now in the position to establish error estimates for the approximations s, r of the a priori errors Au, Pu. ,n.
We assume throughout the paper that the solution u of (A) is an interior point of def F, and u, =£ 0 for all t. The first main theorem of the paper then reads: (12) For all local errors \e,\ < e, t = 0, . . . , n, and sufficiently small e the perturbed algorithm (A) is well defined. The solutions s, r of the linear a priori error equations are approximations of the absolute and relative errors Au, Pu with the associated error estimates (ii) The theorem will be proved by finite induction. For / = 0, Pu0 = r0 = e0 and p¿ = 1, so that the inequalities (12i), (12ii) are valid with w0 = 0. For t > 1 assume now that the proposition \vj -Uj\ < i\uj\, IPu,I < (1 + u>je)pxe, w,-< co, is true for/ = 0, . . . , t -1. From (8), (11) it then follows that \Pu,\ < ( 1 + -max -T )pxe, \ « J« "j J J using the remainder terms Tj in 1.2 (16) , that is, -Tj = ejBfPu +il +ej)-RjiUj; Au)
On setting (13) w;_! = max co,., p',_x = max pj, t, = il + u',_xe)p',_x, the above proposition and Theorem 1. where co, = t,(/3,' + (1 + e)k',t,), t = I, . . . , n. Finally, the above proposition entails co,'_i < to, t, < (1 + coe)p < t. Thus to, < ( ß + (1 + #)kt)t = to and = |Pu,| < (1 + u,e)p}e < te < £ for all e < £0. Hence the above proposition is true also for/ = t and consequently for all / = 0, . . . , n. The estimates of the remainder terms TJu" proved above, immediately yield the error estimates (12i), (12ii). □ The above theorem guarantees that the solutions s, r of the linear error equations are equal to the a priori errors Au, Pu save for terms of second order in £, (14) Au, = s, + 0,ie2), Pu, = r, + 0,(e2).
On this basis, error estimates can be derived regarding specific distributions of the local errors. Let us assume that (15) \e,\ < y,?), t = 0, . . .,n, where y0, ■ ■ ■ , y" are appropriate nonnegative weights. Theorem (12) applies to this specific distribution of local errors in choosing e = max y,Tj. However, the solutions of the linear error equations can be estimated finer by (16) \s,\ = \L?sjue\ < a,Tj, |r,| = |L,rele| < p,Tj, using the weighted absolute and relative a priori condition numbers (17) a, = 2 l¿AlY*, P, = 2 1^'lY*, / = 0,. . . , n. In cases, for example, when F, is an input operation of a floating-point number represented exactly in the computer, the associated y, may be set equal to zero. When a subtraction F, is performed with loss of significant figures but without rounding error, we may put y, =0. If a built-in function F, = /, is evaluated in lower precision than the arithmetic operations are, the associated y, may be chosen suitably greater than 1. In particular, the behavior of the algorithm under data perturbations only and under rounding errors in the 'built-in' functions and arithmetic operations only can be analyzed. For this purpose, to a given sequence of weights (y,) of the local error distribution, put These estimates are optimal in the sense that for eachj there exists a sequence (t?,) in (15) and an associated sequence (u,) of solutions of (A) such that
(ii) ±Auy = Oj-q + Ojin2), Puj = fti, + 0,(tj2).
Proof, if) The error estimates (12i) and the inequalities (16) This result shows that the value of o,D is independent of the special evaluation algorithm and a measure of the data sensitivity of the solution of the given problem.
The well-known backward analysis represents perturbations of the algorithm under rounding errors by means of data perturbations. This procedure may now be specified quantitatively as follows. Error distributions (15) with the weights (y,Ä) and accuracy constant tj = t\R induce perturbations of function evaluations and arithmetic operations only, the data remain unperturbed. By Theorem (12) and (16), (17) Proof, if) For those t for which F, is an input operation, dF,/dxk = 0, so that the above inequality holds trivially with f, = 0. For additions and subtractions F" the partial derivatives dF,/dxk are constant and equal to 0, +1, -1 for each k. Hence for these / the left side in (6i) vanishes, and the inequality is true too with f, = 0.
(ii) Next consider the indices t such that F, is a multiplication. As is readily seen, now Let us further denote by Ja the diagonal matrix diag(a¿, . . . , an'). In the maximum absolute row sum norm then (10) WJfL'JJ = max -1 ¿ \L¡kuk\ = 1.
The matrix D is bounded in this norm by
a|.
From Lemma (6) we infer the further estimate (11) \\D\\ < fp max|Pu,|, f = max f" p = max p,1. The above estimate (11) hereby yields \\D\\ < fpre < d < 1. Finally (9), (10), (11) entail the estimate \D\ \\JfiL0 -L'yjl < < I*, \-\\D\ using the constant fi = fpr/(l -#), and thence the asserted inequality (8i). □
Having made these preparations, we are in the position to prove the comparison theorem. By s', r' are meant the solutions of the linear a priori error equations 1.3 (15) , and by s°, r° the solutions of the linear a posteriori error equations 1.3 (16) . Further, a,', p,' denote the weighted a priori condition numbers 2.1(17) and a,0, p°t he a posteriori condition numbers (2). By virtue of Lemma (8) for e = yrj, the third term can finally be estimated by
On choosing e as small as in the proof of Lemma (8), we have \\Pu\\ < re and ||Pm|| < j. The above appraisals then entail |j/ + s,°| < (0,'<j> + o,V)tj2, using the constants <#> = Ty + j y', «i'=3/XYY'.
(ii) The solutions r', r° of the linear relative a priori and a posteriori error The first term on the right side can be estimated by 2 \L,'kukPuk\ < al\\Pu\\ < otryt,. having the solution x = 7/9, v = 5/11. Table 2 .2 lists the approximations v, in solving Cramer's rule using 3-digit decimal floating-point arithmetic, the associated local rounding errors e, of input and arithmetic operations, and the approximations r, of the relative a posteriori errors described above. The numerical results show that the extrapolated results x", y" approximate x, y essentially within double precision.
2.3. Associated Graphs. In typical applications of the perturbation theory, the number n of steps and thus of equations in the systems 1.3 (15), (16), (17) (8) z, = LJ = f,+ 2 2 b%% t = 0,...,n.
1=1 k=0
In this way, explicit representations of the components L, of the solution operator L have been obtained. Interchanging the order of summation gives (9) ,/ = /<,, lj= 2 W*-/«+ 2(2 »ípU, (5), (8) . A sequence of paths kxk2, .. . , k,t of the graph is a path of length I from the node kx to the node t. We call the associated product btk, ' ' ' bkikl the error effect and the term b,k¡ • • • bk]k¡fki the error contribution along this path at the node t. The error effect is simply the product of all weights along the path. On the right side of (11), evidently, only those terms of the sum can be nonzero which belong to a path of the graph, all other terms vanish. In view of (6), necessarily t > k, > -■ ■ > k2 > kx for every path in the graph. The /-fold sum in (11) is the sum of the error contributions at the node r along all paths of length /. The node t itself is assigned the path or loop of length zero and the error effect 1.
The representation (11) may thus be read as follows (12) The solution z, = LJ of the linear error equations is the sum of the error contributions along all paths in the graph ending at the node t. When an algorithm is built up of input operations and additions only, the coefficients b,k of the hnear absolute error equations consist, according to Table  1 .2, of zeros and ones, that is, B is a binary matrix. The same is true for the hnear relative error equations when the algorithm consists of input operations and multiplications only. For a binary matrix B, one readily sees from (13) that (20) L,k = Number of paths from k to /.
The explicit representations of solution operators and associated condition numbers become very simple when the graph of the algorithm is a tree. In these graphs there exists to each k < t exactly one path kxk2, ..., kst from k = kx to t, where the length s of the path depends on the pair k, t. Now the total error effects are simply For, this system has the form of the linear error equations with coefficients \blk\ and inhomogeneous terms a, instead of b,k,fr According to (11) , (21) , the solution of the linear system (23) has just the representation (22) because the associated graph is identical with the graph of the linear error equations of the algorithm and thus also a tree. Note the interesting fact that the condition numbers (18), (23) are obtained in the same way as those of the elementary operations in Section 1.1. For example, on setting in 1.1 (19) a = u,., b = Uj, u = u" y = y" and using bff*, b,Tk from Table 1 .2, the condition numbers X, = o/, p,' in (18), (23) are specified as o, p in 1.1 (19) . The a posteriori condition numbers X, = o,°, p,° are obtained as o, p in 1.1 (21) . Also the bounds (19) are computed in this way.
When the graph of the algorithm is a tree and, additionally, B a binary matrix, there exists for each node k < t exactly one path to the node t and the associated error effects are equal to 1. From (21) we then infer (24) L,k = 1, k < t, and from (22) (ii) p, < t" t = 0, . . . , n.
Proof. The proposition is proved by finite induction with respect to t. For t = 0, p0 = y0 = t0. Now assume that pk < rk for k = 0,.. ., t -1. When F, is an input operation, p, = y, = t,. When F, is an addition, the solution of the linear relative a priori error equations satisfies the estimate Xl. _ *k-l> k = i, . . . , m, i = 1, . . . , m. The graphs of these algorithms are no longer tree-like but constitute an important tool in deriving the linear error equations and associated condition numbers. It is shown that also for the above algorithms the condition numbers can be obtained from simple recursion formulae. For difference schemes of a smooth function on equidistant meshes, using the condition numbers, a lower bound for the step-widths is obtained, called "critical step-width", which guarantees that at least the leading digit of the /nth order difference is significant. It is proved that Romberg extrapolations ixk = x0/4k) are strongly stable. Further the condition numbers of the extrapolation algorithm (2) are determined for the systems of nodal points xk = x0/ik + I)2, xk = x0/ik + 1) and applied to numerical examples.
3.3. The paper [17] establishes the error analysis of numerically solving two hnear equations in two unknowns, (1) ax + by = /, ex + dy = g.
The relative data and rounding condition numbers of computing the solutions x, y by Cramer's rule and Gaussian ehmination are determined. Two important results of the paper read: for a nonsingular linear system Cramer's rule is always well-conditioned or backward stable, d* P* (2) % < 2.5, % < 2.5;
Px Py
Gaussian elimination is backward stable, and (3) 4 < 175> 4 < 2>
Px Py provided that the system is properly pivoted such that |6c| < \ad\. The algorithms are analyzed further with respect to the behavior of the residuals of the computed solutions. It is shown that Gaussian ehmination is, additionally, well-conditioned in this sense whereas Cramer's rule is not. It is proved that the relative condition numbers, the stability constants (2), (3), and the above pivotal strategy are invariant under scaling of the linear system. 3.4. In [20] , [21] , [22] the forward error analysis of Gaussian elimination and two-sided elimination of tridiagonal hnear systems is presented. Both explicit representations and recursions of the absolute a priori data and rounding condition numbers of, oR of the solutions x¡, i = 1,. .., n, are derived. In addition, residual condition numbers if, tf,j = L • • •, n, are determined. When the tridiagonal coefficient matrix is an M-matrix or positive definite, Theorem [21, 2.3(21) ] ensures both the backward stability and the residual stability of Gaussian ehmination without pivoting for computing the solutions x¡ and proves the stability estimates R R
(1) -^<4, ^<4, i,j=l,...,n.
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The paper [22] contains the corresponding forward error analysis of two-sided elimination. For every two-sided elimination-regular tridiagonal linear system, the computation of the solutions x, by two-sided elimination is well-conditioned or backward stable and oR (2) -¡-< 5.5, i = 1, . . . , n.°¡ Babuska has proved the estimate o¡R/o¡D < 9 in [2] , using a backward error analysis. For the case n = 3, Miller [12] has shown numerically that o2/o2 is about 5.5 so that our estimate (2) seems to be sharp for n > 3. The general results of the forward error analysis are tested and illustrated by numerical examples in
[20], [21] , [22] . The error analysis of this important algorithm is applied to forward elimination of a system of m linear equations with n -m right-hand sides, back substitution or solving a triangular system of linear equations, solving an inhomogeneous hnear system, and computing the inverse of a nonsingular square matrix.
This forward error analysis differs significantly from Wilkinson's backward error analysis. Forward error analysis compares the numerical results obtained under data perturbations or rounding errors of a floating-point arithmetic directly with the exact results and establishes optimal bounds of the possible errors, whereas backward error analysis primarily estimates the residuals of approximate solutions and subsequently obtains error estimates of solution vectors in suitable norms by means of condition numbers of the coefficient matrix. This procedure may overestimate the actual error considerably. Moreover, the forward error analysis uses a 'finer topology': the error estimates bound the components of the error vectors and do not use norms; the condition numbers and stability constants depend on the solutions and thus yield pointwise, not uniform, estimates. Finally, our stability constants and relative data and rounding condition numbers are invariant with respect to scaling of the linear system.
